
The Individuate System of Consciousness Expansion

The Neophyte initiation contained in the Individuate Bible is intended to utilize comedy to
defuse fear. It could be considered an introduction to the biosurvival first circuit. Some basic
Jungian concepts are introduced, and the initiate is encouraged to read a Jungian primer or Man
and His Symbols by Jung.

The process of individuation pioneered by Jung is endorsed by the initiations. The student of this
system gains more by studying Jung’s ideas than by just focusing on the 8 circuit model;
however, Jung is just a starting point, and the Individuate will hopefully study the science of
mental health as a point of self discipline.

Individuation Level One is a proper introduction to the biosurvival first circuit of Timothy
Leary’s 8 Circuit Model. Level One through Level Seven of the Individuations are intended as a
method of creatively “entering” the circuit that corresponds to the number of the Individuation.
Level Four is split into two parts, both of which involve entering the fourth circuit of
consciousness.

Before the initiation into the particular circuit, during, and after, it might be helpful to meditate
on the Eight Basic Winner/Loser Scripts, on the winning script being activated by entering the
circuit thru ceremony.

When entering the fourth circuit, I would write down my moral code/code of loyalty after the
part one initiation, and what I think is ethically appropriate/loyal apart from conditioning after
the part two initiation. If of the opinion no ethical code or loyalty is justifiable, or of the opinion
you just don’t want one, I’d write about that instead. This site has a series of short essays on
ethics, loyalty, and amoralism.

There is no Level Eight Individuation because the final Individuation is the communication
between the Individuate and the rest of the universe: at this stage in the Individuate’s progress it
would be helpful to write one’s own initiation.

Ideally, the Individuations would be spread out at the discretion of the initiate, taking substantial
time on each “level” to study the circuit of consciousness represented, Leary and Robert Anton
Wilson’s books on the subject, and the initiate’s own circuit’s conditioning and possible
purification. At the very minimum, a couple of months should pass before each new
Individuation.

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Man+and+his+symbols
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Man+and+his+symbols
https://tedwilliams.co/deoxy/8basic.htm
https://www.individuatechurch.com/_files/ugd/28f4d6_f277c518ac644484913d761b69553304.pdf

